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Chairman's Report

Welcome to the first edition of our revamped Green Runner, we hope you will find it interesting and
informative about all aspects of the club. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Dawn Haynes-Sewell
who has edited the Green Runner for the last 18 months or so – we are very grateful as we know how
much time it takes to pull the newsletter together.

The new editor is Richard Mackay and he will always be keen to hear about anything members have been
doing in the running arena so please don’t be shy in contacting him with suggestions on what should be
included – his contact details are gr-editor@stubbingtongreenrunners.net

It’s really great to see “real” races and events beginning to start up again and the support that our club is
giving to them is great. Our sessions and group runs continue to be well supported and I would just like to
thank all our leaders and coaches who give their time freely to ensure that these can all go ahead.

Our Stubbington 10k is currently scheduled for January 16th and planning is well underway to ensure
another successful event in 2022. We are hopeful that entries will be open from mid September if
everything goes to plan in the next couple of weeks. For those new to the club ( and as a reminder for
older members)  you are very welcome to enter our event but we do need you to provide the name and
contact details for someone who can act as a marshal/helper at the event on your behalf as we need over
150 volunteers to put on a successful event.

Our next social event is the Fish and Chip handicap on Wednesday 8th September and I look forward to
seeing as many of you as possible at this annual and very popular event.

Happy Running

Kevin
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Captains’ Report

It’s great to see over the last few months the races getting back to mass starts, although we have noticed
we are not getting the numbers we usually have for the RR10s so not everyone is back racing and some
are still wary of Covid.  A special thank you to Grace Thompson for putting on our RR10 race at Manor
Farm, I’m not going to use its new name!  I know Grace was lopping the undergrowth the day before so
runners could run the route and I know Kevin Ashman was heavily involved.  Thanks to everyone who
marshalled on the night and baked or bought cakes for our race.

The RR10 series should have finished this week but for the almighty cock-up of not having permission to
use the land from Eastleigh CC which has left the series unfinished and trying to rearrange the last race at
Fleming Park! The series has seen the usual 11 races become 6 with clubs dropping one race and having
to score in 4 out of the 5 races to get a final position which has not been possible for a lot of runners due
to shift work and holidays!  Both ladies’ and men’s teams have finished down on previous year’s results
with the ladies currently joint 4th overall and the men joint 5th overall.  The biggest pub turnout so far was
at the Dolphin after the IBM race at Hursley with 24 people!  Currently only Nikki Roebuck stands a
chance of bagging an individual title in the V40 category and currently benefiting from the cancelled race
as she’s on holiday!

July saw 3 teams competing in the prestigious South Downs Relay over 100 miles of the Downs with
mixed results, reports are in this month’s Green Runner but a short summary here.  Both captains really
struggled to get teams on to the start line with the change in dates for the race one headache and injuries
giving another headache.  We got there with last minute changes happening on the Thursday two days
before the race!!

The ladies gave it their all with club leg records tumbling on the day but in the end with two crocked
runners and worry of the cut off time they pulled out after leg 15 so a DNQ.  Both captains were really
proud of the ladies’ team for their effort and it just wasn’t their year.  The men’s A team were defending
champions and with half the winning team not available it was a chance to blood some new runners into
the relay.  They led after the first leg but that was it, afterwards we saw a very strong Brighton Phoenix
team run away with it finishing 24 minutes ahead of the A team who were 2 nd on the day, congratulations
guys on 2nd and as Captain, I was disappointed in losing but recognised we are up against a far superior
team this year. The Vets had the most changes to their team due to injuries which was 3 people and 1
person couldn’t make the new date.  So, a patched-up team went out there to do their best and make the
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club proud.  The team only went and won the Vet category with Steve Dilley passing the Winchester team
on the last leg to claim the trophy.   A big congratulations to Steve, Euan McGrath, Jon Warner, Nick
Crane, Dan Foster and captain of the Vets team Russell Coleman.  I would also like to thank our 3 drivers
Chris Hall, Sally McGrath and Nick Kimber who drove an excellent race!  Finally thank you to our marshals
at Harting Down who were excellent again and thanks to Sara McRitchie for coordinating the marshals.

After the excitement of the South Downs Relay, we had the week after the Club South Downs Relay raced
over a third of the course which was 31.81 miles of undulating terrain.  We had 7 teams competing with 42
runners and the lure of the pub which was the finish line!   Each runner ran one leg in mixed ability teams
over 6 legs.  So, the teams that lined up on the start line with batons in hand were South Downs Slayers,
The South Clowns, Trail Sweat & Beers, Duck Duck Grouse, March To The Milburys, The Serial Hilliers
and The Late Comers.  The first leg started straight uphill!  At the end of leg 1 Graham Martin was first in
for The South Clowns with a healthy lead.  Leg 2 was Cocking to Harting Down with a few testing hills in
their starting with the first one which was over a mile long! The lead changed on this leg with Andy
Simpson running the fastest leg to take the lead for March To The Milburys.   The team held on to the lead
with Andy Donn finishing at QE Park.  The fastest runner on this leg was Andrew McEwen for The South
Clowns taking 2 minutes out of Andy Donn.  The next leg was to the Sustainability Centre with Louise
Tanner for The South Clowns running the fastest leg and retaking the lead.  Leg 5 saw the runners running
to Old Winchester Hill Car Park and just before the final hill they encountered some four-legged friends
blocking the path… yes a herd of Friesian cows!! Before the cows the lead had changed again with Helen
Benson running a 5-minute PB and retaking the lead for the March To The Milburys.  The fastest leg
runner on leg 5 was Martin Powell for The Late Comers. Finally, Leg saw the race to the pub at The
Milburys with Jon Plomer staying ahead and winning the relay for March To The Milburys.   The race for
second and third was a close affair with Stewart Pepper securing 2nd for South Downs Slayers. Despite
being a minute quicker on the last leg Stuart Bamberger and team The South Clowns finished third only a
minute behind 2nd.  The fastest on the last leg was Russell Coleman for Duck Duck Goose.   So well done
to everyone who ran on the day and got into the spirit of the relay.  Congratulations to the three podium
teams 1st March To The Milburys in 4 hours 29 minutes 7 seconds who were Ashley Lovell, Andy
Simpson, Andy Donn, Emma Baker-Chaplin, Helen Benson and Jon Plomer.  Second was South Downs
Slayers in 4:35:06 who were Lisa Donn, Colin Trigg, Philip Townley, George Howarth, Dean Skerratt and
Stewart Pepper.  Third was The South Clowns in 4:36:06 with Graham Martin, Andrew Holmes, Andrew
McEwen, Louise Tanner, Katharine Tucker and Stuart Bamberger.  We think you all enjoyed the relay and
we may look to run this again next year.

July was a big month for the return of Stubbies to events – and probably none bigger than all the way to
the Lake District for the Ambleside Lakeland trails. Even the locals commented on the extraordinary
number of green vests they saw and were impressed with the distance we had all travelled to run their
beautiful mountains!! The day hosts 4 distance options, 100km, 55km, 23km and 14km.  This year our
runners were Neil Stantiall with the 100km in an impressive 16:35:57, sadly Mike White had to make the
difficult last minute decision to not run this due to his ribs injury. So it was just Neil that took on this
challenge, starting just before midnight on the Friday night and handling the technical terrain just by
headtorch! Not for the faint hearted… much respect to Neil! Then the very challenging 55k was completed
by Mark McDonald in 09:24:09 and Nigel Whitcher in 10:21:37. Conditions were really tough this year with
humid temperatures that really took their toll on all the runners, our guys did brilliantly. The 23km was
tough! My first time on this course and the uphill start was hard….makes you realise how flat Stubbington
is! Really well done to all our 23km runners: Andrew McEwan (1st M50!) Sara McRitchie, Stuart
Bamberger, Andy and Becca White, Lisa and Andy Donn, Laura Kay, Gaynor Heffer, Jon Leigh, Paul
Hammond, John Cox, Sue Moore, Lindsay Drysdale-Pratt, Jules Dinwoodie, Pam Kemp and Julia Webb.
Sarah Barron wisely retired on the course having run her ultra just the week before. Last but not least we
had our 14km runners, again still taking in this huge elevation and technical terrain – really well done to
Russell Mead, Gary Pratt, Kevin and Julie Ashman, Sue Robinson, Sandie McIntosh, Rita Leigh and Sian
Hurst.  It was a fantastic weekend and so lovely to be away together as a club. I see plenty have already
entered for next year!

The weekend before the lakes we had a few runners at The General. Sara McRitchie and Stuart
Bamberger, Jenna Lloyd, Tim Matthews ran the 20k. There was also a 10k obstacle race with sooo much
mud! Great photo after of Tiffany Skerratt ☺
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Also the same day was the challenging Serpent Trail event. Another challenging variety of distances set in
the hilly South Downs! Well done Greig Benson and Martyn Poore ran the 10k (11th place overall in 52:43),
and then Zoe Preston, Aaron Kiingston, Nicola Baker and Vernon Wilde ran the half marathon, the 55km
ultra we had George Howarth, Rob Williams and as her first ultra, Jodie Francis. Then Robert Egerton ran
the 100km in an incredible 16:28:23.  Great to see the Green Army represented across all distances –
great running everyone.

Staying on the trails we had a group of Stubbies at the re-scheduled Larmer Half Marathon in August.
Renowned for its challenging hills and sense of humour, this is a great course to tackle. Well done to
Lindsay Drysdale-Pratt, Sue Moore, Tracey Terry, Chris Stapleford and Simon Bacon.

Also in August we had the Dorset Ooser marathon and half. Some very impressive elevation in those
Purbeck trails and mud considering it was August!! Well done to Steve Cumes for completing the
marathon distance in 4hrs 26mins, and Wendy Hawxwell, Pam Kemp, Paul Hammond, David Cameron for
all completing the half.

We finish back on the road now, with the Eastleigh 10k road race. We always have a good Green Army
turnout for this event – it’s nice and local. Our first Stubby home on the day was Sean Bendell with a time
of 39:11, then we had great results too from John Parker, Graham Martin, Michael Parkes, Jon Plomer,
Lloyd Exley, Simon Vingoe, Paul Farndell, Dave Judson, Vernon Wilde, Charlotte Maisey, Mandy Burton,
Dawn Haynes-Sewell, Lee Torrens, Sam Graham, Andy Richardson, Bev Woolcock, Ray Bernice, Gail
Osborne, Stuart Nicholson, Jade Botterill, Jo Reed, Lucy Morgan, Claire Hanrahan, Louisa Knight,
Heather Graham, Paul Stock, Lisa Evens, Nikkie Plomer, Jane Bodman and Ann Cooper. Was great to
see all your post race photos from the day.

We hope you all have a good September, enjoying more events, training runs and everything in between!

Editor’s note
I have recently assumed the role of editing The Green Runner. Following Lord Reith’s dictum to ‘inform,
educate, and to entertain’ the newsletter will once again focus much more on the club membership. To this
end, it is my intention to publish articles of general interest - I use the term ‘of interest’ advisedly, no
yawning at the back - in addition to general club news, events, race reports and results etc.

The new format will also include interviews with a wide range of Stubbies ranging from Committee
members to junior members. This will allow the readership to gain an insight into the wealth of experience
and talent within the Club, much of it hidden under bushels. Or just be a bit nosey.

The raft of results tables that have hitherto featured in editions of The Green Runner will be cherry-picked
and hopefully be presented in article format by their contributors. For interested parties who still wish to
see the results in their entirety, the plan is to provide a link to these documents in a shared area of the
club google drive or website. They are also often posted on the SGR Facebook page.

Due to the limited time I can devote to this task, however, this format relies on the wider club membership
contributing to the publication. Therefore, if you would like to contribute an article, photos, or compile a
race report or review of a race you have taken part in, especially if it is in a distant land or unusual
location, please contact me at gr-editor@stubbingtongreenrunners.net

Richard  Mackay
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Why is a Marathon 26.2 miles long?
By Richard Mackay

Although the inspiration behind the marathon
dates from antiquity, when the messenger
Pheidippides ran to Athens to bring them news of
their victory over the Persians at the Battle of
Marathon* in c.490 BC, the marathon as an event
is a fairly recent creation.  Marathons were not a
feature of the ancient Olympic Games – perhaps
because Pheidippides had promptly dropped
dead after delivering his valedictory message -
and the event did not make an Olympic
appearance for almost 2,500 years.

In 1896 the rebranded modern Olympics set the
distance for the first marathon at a neat 40
kilometres/25 miles. The first marathon’s winner
was Spiridon Louis, a 23-year-old Greek water
carrier, who completed the course in 2 hours, 58

minutes and 50 seconds. I imagine that several
Stubbies have now suddenly become interested
in the possibility of time travel...

The distance remained 25 miles until the London
Olympics of 1908. Legend has it that the royal
family requested that the marathon start on the
lawn in front of the windows of the children’s
nursery at Windsor Castle, and finish in front of
the royal box at the Olympic Stadium in White
City: a distance of 26 miles and 375 yards. This
was agreed and thereafter became the new
marathon distance. So if you’re ever struggling
during those last 1.2 miles of a marathon, you
know who’s to blame for it.

* since rebranded as the Battle of Snickers
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September’s Top Tips

With the nights drawing in, when marshalling in woodland why not recreate  scenes

from the Blair Witch Project ?

Richard Simmons’ Jazz Hands running method, when employed successfully, can

knock 5 minutes off your average 10k time.
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Meet the Membership

In the first of this month’s sizzling interview exclusives, we get to know a little about our very own Olympian
Penny Forse.

“May the Forse Be With You.”  An interview with Penny Forse

Penny in the 1500 metres at the 1976 Summer Olympics in Montreal;and at the 2019 World Masters

When did you first start running and what first
inspired you to become a runner?

I had no idea that I could be good at any aspect of
sport until I was 15 when a PE teacher entered
me in a senior cross country event by mistake. It
should have been the U17 race, but I came 6th

which surprised her, and me! I then went on to
become Sussex 800m and Cross Country
Champion. That same year, 1964, at the Tokyo
Olympics Anne Packer won the 800m superbly.
Her main event had been the 400m where she
was ‘only’ the silver medallist a few days before!
That was absolutely inspirational for me. Later on
Anne helped me to get some sponsorship in the
form of a kit.

How long have you been a Stubbie and which
events do you usually participate in?

I joined SGR in 1993 following a few years living
in France. Initially I ran as many of the HRRL and
HXCL races that I could while juggling childcare,

plus the Southern and National Cross Countries
and have continued to run them since my 3 young
men left home. I ran the Test Way Relay and
South Down Way Relay and have been Ladies’
Captain and Club Coach during my time. I run the
Handicap runs, Chariots of Fire, 6.5 Special and
with my husband Alan we go to various social
events such as the barbecues, dinner and dances
and quizzes.

What has been your most memorable running
achievement, and why?

Running in the Montreal Olympic 1500m in 1976
was really special as I was working full-time and
had no opportunity for taking time off for training
camps and going to altitude, unlike the majority of
my opponents. Second to that was coming 7th in
the World Cross Country Championships in 1980
in Paris. We were living near Paris at the time so I
was cheered on by our English supporters as well
as my French club mates.
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What has motivated you to keep you running
all these years?

I love it, and having tried lots of different sports I
always come back to running. Plus, with the
growth of Masters competitions, I can achieve
similar success while going through the age
groups on the track, road and cross country.

What has been your biggest setback since you
started running? 

My current piriformis syndrome, since the New
Year, has been the longest athletic injury to date. I
am coping with it but can’t do the quality work I’d
like to do yet. I have always been careful to rest
and get treatment for injuries so I had very few
injuries during my international running career.

How do you combine your training and race
commitments with your work and home life?

Easily – I’m retired!

How do you prepare, physically and mentally,
for important events such as marathons and
ultras?

I ran 3 marathons in the 1990s and followed
schedules from various running magazines until I
joined SGR. I then trained with the late Dennis
Woodward, doing all the SGR quality sessions
plus extra mileage on the other days. I had no real
mental preparation and probably could have used
a sports psychologist (still do) as I get very
nervous and negative thoughts loom! I’ve never
run an ultra before, having never felt the urge to
run more than a marathon.

What advice would you give to less
experienced runners who have yet to take part
in their first endurance or speed event?

Start steadily and build up your endurance before
you attempt speed work. The club’s quality
sessions are for all runners, so gradually
introduce the speed and hill sessions. This will
bring you greater improvement than if you just
continually run steady miles. Do not go from your
first few park runs to entering a marathon but
progress your race distances in stages. 5km and
10km races are the best races to start with, and
once you’ve done a few then have a go at some
10 milers and half marathons and then eventually
onto marathons and maybe ultras. Good luck!
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“It’s a Shaw thing.”
Cliff and Janet Shaw are established group leaders within the Club, often leading the Wednesday night
group sessions. They have recently started their own sports massage therapy business, bodiworks.

When did you first start running and what
inspired you to become a runner?

CLIFF: I remember watching the 2009 London
Marathon at Bermondsey, just before the half-way
mark; Janet was playing in one of the many bands
that lined the route and I had time to kill. I didn’t
know what to expect, but it wasn’t the fast runners
that caught my attention, it was the very ‘average’
runners of all shapes, sizes, disabilities and ages.
Some were clearly struggling at this early stage of
the race and I felt myself getting quite emotional
encouraging them. I remember thinking to myself
that if these people can run a marathon, then
maybe I could. I can’t remember when I actually
started running, but it must have been soon after
and the first event I took part in was the Dunsfold
10k in August of that year.
JANET: My first race was the 2006 Stubbington
10k, followed the same year by the Fleet Half and
then the London Marathon, which I ran for Asthma
UK.

How long have you been a Stubbie and which
events do you usually participate in?

CLIFF: I can’t exactly remember when I joined
SGR, but it wasn’t for a few years after I had
started running, so maybe around 2012. I was a
lone runner for a few years and couldn’t see the
point in joining a running club. I think it was Janet
that persuaded me to give it a go and I remember
turning up for a Wednesday group run with a
certain amount of apprehension. I think it was Lisa
Donn who was the regular group leader for
Wednesdays at the time and the group was so
welcoming that we immediately joined the club.
Group runs are still my favourite club activities
and Janet and myself now regularly lead the ‘A’
group on a Wednesday night. I tend to prefer road
races and specifically like the local HRRL events.
I am happiest being the 35 minute Parkrun pacer
or just taking a random trail route from home,
spending plenty of time taking in the views.

What has been your most memorable running
achievement, and why?

CLIFF: I think that completing my first marathon in
Paris in 2011, a year after being inspired by
watching the London Marathon. I’ve completed
other marathons and run faster, but that first
marathon is my most memorable running
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achievement. It was all about the journey from
non-runner to marathoner and standing on that
start line not actually knowing if I would be able to
complete the distance. I remember the feeling of
utter joy when I got to a point in the race where,
even if I had to walk, I was going to make the
finish.

What has motivated you to keep you running
for all these years?

CLIFF: I am definitely target led; if I’ve entered a
race then I will put in the training. I notice that my
motivation levels drop when I don’t have a plan in
place. However, I find that group runs and
Parkrun are both equally good in keeping me
running a couple of times a week.
JANET: I’m very lastminute.com and just enjoy
seeing where the route will take me, whereas Cliff
is Mr Mapmyrun. We are not fast or competitive
runners.

What has been your biggest setback since you
started running?

CLIFF: I’ve had my fair share of minor running
injuries since I started running, but none of them
have been a major setback. I guess if I was a
competitive runner, then this would feel different.
Injuries, work etc will always get in the way, but
you just have to work round them, alter your plans
accordingly and keep smiling.

How do you combine your training and race
commitments with your work and home life?

CLIFF: This is particularly difficult when training
for longer distances which may demand running
for five or six days a week. I’m not the most
competitive runner and therefore there is maybe
less expectation placed on me which allows me to
find the right balance between the three of these.
It has been particularly difficult this year with the
marathon training as we have started our own
Sport Massage and Soft Tissue Therapy business
which, though very rewarding,  is taking up most
of our spare time. I always start a training plan
determined to complete every session and
religiously colour in the squares on the plan as
they are completed. However, things get in the
way and I end up taking a more pragmatic
approach and just try and complete what I can,
prioritising the important elements of the plan.

How do you prepare, physically and mentally,
for important events such as marathons and
ultras?

CLIFF: Physically, I follow a training plan; I have
tried many over the years and I don’t think I’ve
followed the same one twice. For me, it’s
important to find one that starts at my current level
of fitness and is going to fit in around my work/life
commitments. I’m getting quite laid back with
substituting sessions but always make sure I get
all the long runs in.
Mentally, I do very little in the way of preparation.
I’ve learnt to have complete faith in training plans
and provided I’ve put in the hard work, I’m happy
that on the day I will be able to complete the
distance.

What advice would you give to less
experienced runners who have yet to take part
in their first endurance or speed event?

CLIFF: I don’t do many speed events, so I guess
my advice is aimed more at endurance events.
Find yourself a training plan that is realistic and
that you will be able to fit in around your life, but
don’t become a slave to that plan. Don’t beat
yourself up if you miss any of the sessions in the
plan, just make sure you do what you can and try
and prioritise the long runs. Most importantly,
listen to your body; you’re going to get tired but if
you need a break, take it.
Long runs can be quite boring and it really helps
to run with other people to keep you motivated.
There is a vast amount of knowledge that you
might want to tap into within the club and it’s
always good to hear other peoples views on what
to wear, nutrition, hydration etc. But most of all, try
and keep it fun

Cliff is at his happiest when he is allowed to play with the
things in the Parkrun toy box. He can spend hours doing this.
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Club News

Isle of Wight Half Marathon
Photos and race information provided by Nick Crane

The Needles Half Marathon on Sunday 6 June commenced in fog; then, in our typically changeable
summer weather, there was blistering sunshine between Freshwater and Yarmouth. The course
proceeded along the coastal path through Colwell Bay, Totland Bay, and then into the thick mist at Headon
Warren. Visibility was down to 20 metres and the normally spectacular views of the race legs usually
gleaned from Tennyson Down were shrouded in mist. Fortunately this cleared during the final run back
into Freshwater. Total course elevation was 1200 feet.

Ten Stubbies took part in this event. Heading the pack was Mark Eaton (1:39:37) followed by Nick Crane
(1:55:19) and in third place the dynamic duo Stuart Bamberger and Sara McRitchie (2:15:09).

Full results available here: Isle of Wight Festival of Running 2021, 06/06/2021
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Hip-Hip-Hooray! Congratulations to Julie Ashman, who has recently made a return to running following a
hip replacement. Having completed a 14k course in The Lakes and the QE Spring Half-Marathon since

the surgery, she has just completed the fifteen-mile Big Pilgrimage.

The Time Tunnel

Back in September 2011 the only people who wore surgical masks were doctors and Michael Jackson
impersonators. From the SGR archives, we can reveal...
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SGR Team Race Reports

August Time Trial Report
By Andy Simpson

Conditions were fairly good for running this month’s trial.  We had a very quiet turnout with just 9 runners
due to a great turnout the night before for the RR10 at IBM, unfortunately the clash couldn’t be avoided.
Next months’ Time Trial is on Thursday 16 th September and will be the last chance to run the summer
course before we move to the winter one.

Even with the small turnout we had some good performances with a female and male improver.   So,
congratulations to Betsy North for slicing 1 minute 11 seconds off her time to run the 4 miles in sub
7-minute mileing at just 13 years old.  Great running from Steve Fulcher to chop 47 seconds off his best.
Finally, the Randomator winner saw Graham Martin win a bottle of wine.  Well done to everyone who ran.

South Downs Way Relay, Team A race report
By Phil Morgan

There had been cancellations and postponements, injuries and self-isolation, but the day had finally
arrived; The South Downs Way 100-mile Relay! Our team was a mix of seasoned SDWR runners and
newbies to the event - Andy Simpson, Rob Greenwood and Pere Capdevlia had run the relay many times
before. Thomas McClements had run the event once previously, while Chris Sandy and Phil Morgan were
SDWR ‘virgins’.

We were under strict instructions to meet at Captain Andy Simpson’s house at 6:05am, so an early alarm
call was in order. A quick head count confirmed all members were present and correct, so we bundled into
the mini-bus and, with our driver Nick Kimber at the wheel, we were off and heading towards Beachy
Head.  At this point a special thanks to Nick Kimber who organised the team well and didn’t put a wheel
wrong on his navigating of the South Downs and delivering the team to their legs on time.

The start of leg 1 was misty and cold as our first runner Pere lined up against the runners from Phoenix
and Arena A that joined us in the 8:30am wave. A short countdown and the race was underway! Pere
charged off as the rest of the crew jumped back into the bus and headed down to the next stop. Rob
Greenwood was up next and he waited at the start of leg 2. We strained our eyes into the distance as the
runners came over the crest of the hill into Exceat. Pere was still leading the group but with other teams
hot on his heels. A quick double baton change and Rob was off with the rest of us shouting
encouragement as he flew off into the distance.

After another short bus ride we were at Bo Peep and the start of leg 3. Up next was Thomas McClements
and he was raring to go! Rob had run well but came into Bo Peep in 2nd place to the runner from Phoenix.
The baton was handed to Thomas and he was off, with Chris running ahead to open the gate for him. The
next stop was Itford Farm and Phil Morgan’s turn to step up and run leg 4. Before long Thomas was flying
round the corner into the farm, the baton was handed over and Phil was off! Pere and Rob waited at the
level crossing just outside the farm to check it was clear and held the gates open. Phil went straight across
with no hold ups and out onto the Downs.

The team were back on the bus and heading to the lay-by on the A27 and the start of leg 5, the first of
Andy Simpson's legs. After a nervous wait, Phil came over the bridge at the end of leg 4 and handed the
baton to Andy. By this time we had slipped into 3rd position with Phoenix and Arena A now in front of us.
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Andy powered up the first hill of leg 5 as the rest of the team boarded the bus and headed down towards
Ditchling Beacon. Leg 6 was Chris Sandy’s first leg and he got himself ready as we waited for Andy
Simpson to come over the Ridge towards Ditchling. Andy had maintained the gap and as he made it to the
gate the baton was placed in Chris’s hand and off he went.

The team bus headed towards Saddlescombe and the start of leg 7. As we turned into the carpark we saw
both the Ladies and Veterans SGR Team Mini Buses (both teams had started at the earlier time of
7:30am); it was nice to have a quick catch up with everyone and find out how their day was going, both
teams seemed to be going well so far.

Everyone in the A team was running well, grinding out the miles and pushing as hard as we dared, but we
could only maintain the gap between ourselves and Arena A through each of our 2 nd legs, with Pere taking
leg 7, Rob leg 8, Thomas Leg 9, Phil Leg 10, Andy leg 11 and Chris leg 12. We were still sitting in 3rd

place, but none of the team were ready to give up, it was still early days!

Leg 13 was Pere’s 3rd time to run, starting from Hill Barn Farm. We cheered him off as he headed into the
first long climb, then we boarded the bus and got underway towards Harting. The changeover point at
Harting was being Marshalled by Stubbington and it was lovely to see the Green Army flag flying high and
lots of friendly faces from the club. Rob Greenwood lined up ready to take his next turn at the start of leg
14 and after a short while waiting we were all shocked when our man Pere appeared ahead of Area A,
putting us back in 2nd place! Leg 13 is a very hilly leg and Pere had put in a monster effort to get us back in
the game! Pere flew down into Harting, put the baton in Rob’s hand and promptly collapsed on the floor,
totally exhausted. We got Peri back on his feet and into the bus. His work was now over for the day and it
was down to the rest of us not to lose the time and position that Peri had gained.

Next stop was QE Park and Andy’s 3rd and final time to run. Rob Greenwood ran well and kept the gap, so
the baton was handed over and Andy was off, blasting down the track. We quickly made our way to the
Sustainability Centre and Thomas got himself ready for his final run of the day, leg 16. It wasn’t a long wait
until Andy appeared, giving it everything in the final few hundred meters. The baton was exchanged, and
Thomas took off, with our team still sitting in 2nd place.

Back on the bus and the beers had been cracked open by those in the team that had finished their legs for
the day. As we headed to old Winchester Hill, Chris and Phil still had running at the forefront of their
minds. Leg 17 is the longest run of the day at nearly 9 miles, and Phil waited nervously at the start. Andy
Simpson commented that he knew where Phil was going – to the Pain Locker! We could see down from
the top of Old Winchester Hill as our man Thomas came along by the river and started heading up the
final climb. At the top of the hill the baton was handed to Phil and he was off, crossing the road as Nick
Kimber halted the traffic.

The team headed down to Holden farm, with a couple of quick stops to give Phil water and
encouragement at Exton and Beacon Hill. Once at Holden Farm, Chris prepared himself for the final leg of
the day. The whole team waited nervously for Phil to arrive, and before too long he was coming along the
track, pain written across his face. Chris was off and everyone in the team shouted and cheered as he
powered away on his final run of the day.

The bus headed to Chilcomb and more beers were opened, with everyone on the bus now done with
running for the day. Chris was still out on the Downs and had the weight of the team on his shoulders, not
wanting to give up his position in the race. At the sports ground we once again met up with the other
teams from Stubbington, exchanging stories and tales from the day. The medal ceremony tent was being
set up as we waited for runners to come in over the finish line. In what felt like no time at all the long hair
and bushy beard belonging to Chris popped up from behind the hedge and came round onto the final
straight. Chris pumped his arms and pushed his legs into a sprint for the line. He came across the finish
and we all cheered and congratulated each other in the team. We had held the gap and finished in 2nd

place overall!

Although we were all happy with the performance on the day, it wasn’t the result we had started out to
achieve. As reigning champions, 1st place was obviously the goal. However, the whole team should be
proud of how they ran on the day. All team members showed strength of character by not settling for 3rd

when they slipped down into that position, and continuing to work hard through the day to get back to 2nd.
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We were beaten on the day by a better team, and all kudos to Phoenix. But in the words of Captain Andy
Simpson “The Trophy is just on loan, we will be back next year to reclaim it!”

Veteran Men’s Report
By Russell Coleman

It was a long wait, the race being cancelled in 2020, with a great deal of uncertainty and rescheduling in
2021 but on 25th July we made the journey East to Beachy head and lined up as a proud Stubbington Vets
team ready for the challenge.
 
Starting the first leg I felt far less nervous than I usually would for such an occasion. My emotions were
instead dominated by great relief that we actually managed to put a team out at all. We had Many issues
leading up to race day, particularly when the event was postponed 3 weeks due to extended covid
restrictions. The original team had various dropouts/replacements and some of us were still carrying
injuries before the bombshell, Euan got the dreaded ping to self-isolate. Fortunately, a negative PCR
result came back in time and we were all set.
 
Lining up for the start I had 7 other runners, including the Stubbington ladies and what was likely to be our
biggest rivals on the day, Winchester Vets. This was one of the few occasions I have ran with other
runners on the Southdowns relay, having never raced the first leg. That helped motivate me to hand over
to Dan in 2nd of the 8 teams on our start. Dan overtook the only runner ahead of him early on and never
looked back, arriving at Bo Beep with the lead. Solid runs from Nick, Euan, Jon and Steve kept us ahead
of Winchester after round 1.  By now we were approaching the middle of the day and the temperatures
were rising, giving us an extra challenge. I took over from Steve, making his SD relay debut and started
the long uphill run of leg 7. Although I had recce'd the route, I always worry about going off course and
with no runners ahead or behind I found myself on a lonely run to the finish. Over the next few legs we
started catching some of the teams that started out early, Euan taking a huge chunk off his estimated time,
throwing down the challenge for the rest of us.  Round 2 complete and many of the teams from all start
times were arriving to await their runner at the end of leg 12. I started leg 13 knowing it was by far my
toughest leg of the day and my low training mileage would make it a battle to survive and hold on to the
finish. The first half went ok but I did get overtaken by a couple of runners. Then came the hills, including
beacon hill and it was every bit as tough as I remember from the recce. The heat sweltering, I was
regretting my decision to not run with a bottle of water. My pace had dropped and it was a real struggle but
I knew I must be in the final mile. I had been overtaken by more runners, including Winchester Vets but
couldn't respond. Pere caught me from the Stubbington men's A team and gave me some motivational
words as he got to me. I picked up and ran with him for a short time before being dropped. I managed to
run hard to the finish and collapsed. Frustration at losing the lead in our Vets race but immense relief that
my running was over and excited to cheer on the guys towards the end and hope we can regain the lead. 

Arriving at QE park to await Dan's arrival there were plenty of teams around from various start times. We
were still ahead of the early starting Vets and we watched the Winchester Vet come in but their lead was
less than 2 mins. Euan ran up Butser hill to pass the baton to Nick at Sustainability centre. Still looking
strong after 3 legs Nick handed to Jon to run the penultimate longest leg of the day. Always recce your
legs and know the route before race day is the message drilled into every Stubbie competing in the SD
relay and it proved to be important advice as the Winchester runner went wrong in several places to allow
Jon to claw back some good distance. The Winchester runner pulled away at the end and the lead was 2
mins at the final handover. A gap that was surely too much for anyone to pull back.

We headed to the finish to meet up with the other Stub teams, enjoy a drink and a burger and cheer Steve
on for another memorable day. Dan was the first to spot him but Steve had only gone and done it. He
reeled them in and pulled away to finish 90 seconds ahead of Winchester. What a day! The winning Vets
team. Extremely proud of the whole team including our amazing driver Sally McGrath, who negotiated
some very narrow roads with ease. I also want to mention the runners that were not able to run on the day
for various reasons, Lee Reynolds, Mike White and Stewart Pepper, who came along to support and
take plenty of great photos. Hopefully all of them will get another opportunity. Finally, hats off to Andy
Simpson for working tirelessly to replace runners each time we had a dropout.
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Race Information and Forthcoming Events

Every Saturday at 0900 at Lee-on-Solent seafront.
Junior Parkrun (4-14s) every Sunday at 0900 at Stokes Bay, Gosport.

Forthcoming Hampshire Road Race League Events

Please remember to wear your SGR shirt when taking part in HRRLs and you must be UKA affiliated in order
to qualify for club and individual points.
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Forthcoming Club Events and Socials
8 September: Fish and Chip Handicap

18 December: Mince Pie Handicap

Green Army Online Podcasts

Please click on the image (or copy and paste the link) to listen to the current podcast and also view the
archive. These podcasts are created by Stewart Pepper and are packed with news, views, training tips
and in-depth interviews with members. Please note this is not updated each month, so the latest episode
is Episode 10 from April 2021.

https://anchor.fm/stewart-pepper?fbclid=IwAR3kcKpUoQEX8DtwvFdrhCT16Vrzft7Ssc8AEnlXLVl07RnVYpSIbcBm3Xk

Useful Links
Order online or instore with Alton Sports, stockists of SGR sportswear: Stubbington Green Archives

SGR Session and Training Calendar:Training
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https://anchor.fm/stewart-pepper?fbclid=IwAR3kcKpUoQEX8DtwvFdrhCT16Vrzft7Ssc8AEnlXLVl07RnVYpSIbcBm3Xk
https://anchor.fm/stewart-pepper?fbclid=IwAR3kcKpUoQEX8DtwvFdrhCT16Vrzft7Ssc8AEnlXLVl07RnVYpSIbcBm3Xk
https://www.altonsports.co.uk/product-category/brands/club-kit/stubbington-green/
https://www.stubbingtongreenrunners.net/training/


Any Other Business ?

Mark and Eunice Eaton are hoping to be sponsored by Guinness

throughout 2022.
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